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Taking over the project of someone else is often a precarious position. After many challenges,
we are pleased to present the result. From the weird world of quantum mechanics and the characters of
Matthiessen to the impressive history of the German people and the tradition of the American Supreme
Court, this issue crosses a wide spectrum of human knowledge and inquiry.
We would like to thank several individuals who greatly helped us in the development of this
issue. Valerie Burks gave us the resources for us to continue, although having her leave this semester
made it difficult. Also, we are very grateful to Belen Lowrey who has acted as our official advisor this
semester. She attended almost every meeting, and we greatly appreciate her devotion to the journal. The
guidance and experience they both provided us with throughout the semester made this issue possible,
and we thank them.
Also, we would like to express our gratitude to the library staff. Their patience when it came to our
boisterous discussions concerning manuscripts is greatly appreciated. Most importantly, this publication
would not be possible without our reviewers. We would like to thank everyone who was willing to take
time to review papers for this issue:

Joseph Mulvey
Christina Plante
James Rowland
Christina Mesa
Larissa McCambridge
Paulette Coombs
Eliana Pabon
Ana Sales
Glorida Rodriguez

Diane de Lima Mayer
Joseph Rosansky
Abigail Pettigrew
Rosalie del Valle
Ashley Kuscsik
Derek Black
Jake Perry
Anne Devine

October Reid
Vicky Rodriguez
Gail Kinsey
Merline Petit-Frere
Samuel Sylvestre
Senya Halaby
Jim Walker
Elyssa Gerena
Fiorella Larrea

This has been a long but fulfilling process for both of us. This journal fulfills the important
purpose of displaying the work of motivated PBCC students. With that in mind, we hope you will
consider submitting any research papers that you feel especially proud of for inclusion to our next issue.

Jean S. Joseph
Co-editor
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